Summer
2021
We are excited to play &
explore with you!

9 weeks of fun!
Summer
calendars
coming late
Spring.

Email your
director if
you have
any
further
questions.

Chain Reactions

Collecting & Keeping

Hiding & Finding

Get into your element with classic
chemistry or find yourself fascinated
by physics as we discover causeand-effect relationships in the world
around us.
All week long we will develop our
ingenuity with invention challenges
like catapults and rockets. All while
promoting physical wellbeing with
active outdoor games like chain tag
and electric relay races.
If that is not enough to get a
reaction, every day will also feature a
hands-on science demonstration like
elephant toothpaste, exploding
balloons, and DIY slime.

When children start collecting and
keeping their favorite things, it builds
strong observational skills and
lifelong skills. It also makes them
happy and promotes their creativity.
Fueling a collecting passion and
building a collection should be a
hallmark of childhood.
Collecting and keeping encourages
us to keep our eyes wide open, and
stay aware. As a collector, you
never know when you will unearth
something wondrous, where you will
find something wondrous, or how
you will find something wondrous.

What happens if we hide an object
or even ourselves? How can we
transform ourselves through hiding?
Can our discriminatory powers help
us uncover what has been hidden?
This week we are going to test
theories of disguises, camouflage,
masking, cloaking, shields & shelter,
detection, and observation.
Some activities might be a game of
pass the parcel, mazes, Where’s
Waldo?, locks and keys, hide and
seek, puzzles, costumes,
camouflaging ourselves and learning
about animals who do the same.

Shelters & Enclosures

Patterns & Sequences

Shadows & Silhouettes

Let’s create new world for you to
explore! What is more exciting in a
special hideout that you build? Call
it whatever you like, a fort, a
hideaway, a cave, a den or a quiet
place!
Join us this week as we design
and create various structures. Let’s
show our creativity and spatial
skills as we build, explore and
make memories in between!
Let’s go for an adventure!

There are so many patterns that
exist in the world around us.
Patterns help us understand
change and how nature unfolds
itself over time. Patterns may be
numbers, images or shapes. Inside
or outside we explore patterns
everywhere.
Concepts this week that we might
explore are design & decoration,
colour aesthetic, patterns in nature,
and much more! Let’s make this
week a fun learning experience for
all us to explore.

During the summer months, the sun
is shining for longer hours. This can
pique curiosity. This week, we will
explore ideas of darkening, haze,
clouds, photography, art, illusion,
shapes, matter, positioning, the
abstract, lineation, portraits, etching,
brilliancy, and glare.
Some play experiences and ideas we
might visit this week are
photography, shadow puppets,
drawing silhouettes & outlines,
Rorschach Tests, optical illusions
which play with light & shadow,
shadow tag, x-rays & ultrasounds,
and much more!

Telling Stories &
Performance
Children love to tell stories. Their
stories are often charming,
touching, and fascinating.
Stories play a vital role in the
growth and development of
children. Making stories helps
them explore ideas and discover
who they are. Let us make this
week fun and memorable by
sharing our best stories with each
other and by expressing
ourselves through acting,
dancing, and singing.

Flying & Falling

Pathways & Passages

This week we are going to test
theories and negotiate the
differences and similarities between
flying and falling. Exploring gravity,
we will be gliding, crashing,
soaring, blasting, exploding,
hammering, tumbling (and much
more) our way through the week.
Some activities might include paper
airplanes, wind tunnels,
parachutes, using fans, balloons,
water balloons, testing gravity,
trampolines, drop tests and more!

Children will engage in
discovering various routes,
paths, tracks, directions,
orientations and more. There are
many examples of pathways and
passages in our community like
our city’s LRT, various walking
paths, corridors, and streams.
We also learn about pathways
when we invite children to
consider maps and directions.
Perhaps we discover these
through an investigation on bike
day! Which route will we take?
Which direction should we start?

